
First used in Europe as a
revolutionary fat removal technique 
that does not involve surgery, 
anesthesia, a hospital stay, 
pain or downtime.

Affordable and Effective

CAVITATION
PRINCIPLE

Cavitation is a natural phenomenon based on
low frequency ultrasound.  The ultrasound low frequency ultrasound.  The ultrasound 
field creates microscopic bubbles which 
grow and implode.  As the membranes of fat 
cells do not have the structural capacity to 
withstand the vibrations, the effect of 
cavitation easily breaks them, while not 
having an impact on the vascular, nervous 
and muscular tissue.and muscular tissue.

The broken lipocytes (fat cells) are then 
moved to the liver and safely metabolized 
out of the human body, which is assisted by 
drinking plenty of water.  Finally, some 
content of the adipocytes is metabolized by 
the liver and eliminated in the urine, 
therefore, it is recommended to continue a 
high intake of water on subsequent days high intake of water on subsequent days 
after treatment.

Fat Elimination
No surgery needed!
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Slim, Shape & Firm

Three Step Treatment Process

Ultrasound treatments help you reshape your 
body and get confidence back.  If you have 
stubborn areas of fat, i.e. on your thighs or 
stomach, Ultrasound may be the answer for 
you.  Most clients require 6 to 10 treatments 
to achieve optimal results.

This is not a miracle device that can strip away This is not a miracle device that can strip away 
huge layers of fat in a single session. The 
treatment is NOT for OBESE or SERIOUSLY 
OVERWEIGHT individuals. It is not practical or 
economical to be offered as such.

However, these treatments may provide However, these treatments may provide 
excellent results for women wanting to shape 
& tone their body. This treatment may 
successfully reduce fat from those stubborn 
parts of the body. Treatments can be 
performed 2x each week.
 

While this is a more permanent form of While this is a more permanent form of 
weight loss (because fat cells are  actually 
being destroyed), clients are encouraged to 
eat healthy and exercise thereafter. 

Ultrasound Treatable Areas

Abdomen - Flanks (love handles)
Thighs (saddle bags) (inner and outer)

Buttocks
Upper Arms and Back of Arms

Waist, Hips

• Completely non-invasive treatment
• Safe, quick, pleasant, & relaxing    
• Virtually no discomfort during treatment
• Parameters to fit individual client
• Treatment requires no recovery time
 

Indications:
• Fat tissue reduction   • Slimming
• Sculpting figure     • Firms Skin
• Circulation stimulation • Stimulates metabolism 
• Restores elasticity    
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• Ultrasound causes  fat cells to shrink and 
  breaks the fat cell membrane reducing the
  numbers leading to visible removal of fat    
 tissue.

••  Radio Frequency follows with a sensation   
 of warmth from the resistance of the fat     
 cells.  The subsequent heat liquefies the     
 remaining contents. As the RF energy      
 passes into deeper skin layers, it causes     
 collagen strands to contract and shorten,    
 along with new development of collagen,    
 resulting in tighter skin, reduction of  resulting in tighter skin, reduction of       
 surface wrinkles and smoother skin.
 

• The final step is the client relaxes while 
 pads of infrared and microcurrent are 
 placed in the area of 
 treatment.  This 
 results in temperature 
 rising in the tissue, 
  leading to an increased
  metabolism.  The 
 released fat and toxins
 are assisted in the removal by the body’s
 sweat glands and through increased 
 lymphatic drainage.

The Treatment Process
A comfortable 45 minute session
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